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The Purr-Fect Place: Our New Cage-Free
by Gina Sawyer
Cat Room Unveiled

In October 2018, we completed a major renovation
to the shelter that we were so proud to unveil. We
converted one of our adoptable cat rooms into a free
roaming cat room! In the remodeled room, we removed
all the cages and replaced them with new cubbies,
kitty hammocks, lots of comfy beds and toys galore!
These renovations not only provide enrichment for our
cat residents, but also allow them to do what they do
best: pounce, play, nap and show off their wonderful
purr-sonalities! The free-roaming room has a large
window that drenches the entire space in sunshine,
which makes the perfect opportunity for catching a
cat nap. Additionally, volunteers set up several bird
feeders outside the window, which not only provides
food for the outdoor critters, but also makes for hours
of nonstop entertainment for the cats who consider
it their duty to click and hiss at any bird passing
through for a snack! While the free-roaming room is
not suitable for all cats (such as cats who prefer their
own company or cats who require a special diet or
medication), it has had such a positive impact on the
cats who reside there. They are getting more exercise,
more stimulation and are generally happier than ever
before! This room is dedicated to Lois Vandercook,
who was a passionate supporter of our shelter and
our cats.

For the Love of a Dog

by Joan Hochwarter

An urgent request from another shelter to take a puppy
that could not walk (requiring surgery on all 4 legs).
An 8-week-old cocker spaniel that “crashes” two days
before Christmas (emergency heart surgery). These
are two of the 59 dogs whose medical bills have been
paid by the Minnie Memorial Fund.
Over the past 6 years, thousands of dollars have
been raised for the “Special Needs” dogs that come
into P.A.W.S. Many people have been responsible for
the success of this fund, and they deserve a huge
“Thank you.”
 Lynn White who manages the fund.
 Wendy Friedheim (Bess Friedheim Jewelers) who
has sold over $10,000 in bandanas from her store
(as well as donating her “split the pot” winnings
from the Anniversary Dinner).

Cats can explore, play and nap out in the open in the freeroaming room.

 Pat and Bob Czajkowski, Liz Wardell, JoAnn
Ajdinovich, Geri McGee and Beth Hughes for
their over-the-top generosity.
 Becky Nichols from the Tinley Park Farmers
Market.
These are a few of the people who have helped
us along the way. And, of course, we want to thank
every donor who has supported our efforts. Whether
you bought a bandana, added to our donation jar or
offered words of encouragement, we can’t thank you
enough. Be it family, friends, neighbors or fellow dog
lovers, it couldn’t be done without you!
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Healthline

3 Steps to Help Your Dog
Decompress after Adoption by Nancy Mulvihill, PhD

If you are an animal lover, there isn’t a more joyous time
than the moment you are walking out of the animal
shelter with your newly adopted pet. You feel happy
and proud that you just saved your new best friend
from the shelter life. But what is your dog thinking?
Is he as happy and elated as you? Of course! But
he may also have anxiety mixed with his excitement.
They are wagging, barking, very excited to be leaving
the noisy overcrowded shelter to go to a new home. A
new home that might have a new large fenced yard,
a comfy bed, sometimes a sofa to lay on, toys and
treats galore and maybe even a new brother or sister
dog to help show them the ropes. But it is important
to remember that even though the dog may seem
very excited to be in your new home, there is still a
grace period in which you have to allow the dog time
to adjust to his new surroundings—we call this the
DECOMPRESSION PHASE.
There are some simple steps to allow your dog the time
it needs to adjust to his new environment; these steps
will make the transition easier for your pet and also
prevent them from being returned to the shelter soon
after they are adopted for people not understanding
their behavior. Decompression times can vary
depending on the animal, but at a minimum give the
dog one week to feel like they are home, and it can
take several months for some shelter dogs, especially
ones from hoarding or puppy mill situations. Always
respect your dog’s space and allow them to decide
how close they want to be to you in the beginning, and
always watch their body language. Allow time for trust
to build. A dog’s true personality will come out once
they have decompressed. If after the decompression
period you notice some behavioral problems, start to
address them by training to get him to listen to you
and gain your respect. Training is an important part of
keeping your dog on the right track.
Step One: Once you get home, take your dog to
the area you want them to eliminate. Do not rush
them, allow them to sniff and get a sense of their
new surroundings. By showing them the area right

away and giving small treats, it will allow a positive
association to going outside to use the bathroom. But
be prepared for accidents inside your home; your new
friend may still slip when scared or excited until they
feel comfortable in your home. Limit the dog’s access
to one or two rooms so they are less overwhelmed.
Step Two: Provide an area in your home where they
will feel safe. Have a crate available for your new dog
so they can have a safe space to go when they need
to and especially when you are not at home in the
beginning. Keep the door open when you are home
so the dog can go in and out of the crate; never
punish a dog by locking them in the crate, that will
make a negative association with the crate, and it will
no longer feel like a safe place for your pet. You can
feed your dog in the crate to help that become a safe,
fun place to hang out. Remember, sometimes your
new dog will want to spend time away from everyone;
respect that and allow them time away from the family.
Step Three: Avoid having a lot of people over to meet
your new pet in the first few weeks; they are already
under stress from the new changes and adding more
people to the mix can add undue stress for your new
dog. You want your new dog to bond with you and
your family; by introducing other people too soon, it
can be confusing to the dog. The last thing you want
to do is rush your dog into a new dramatic situation
with people or other animals too quickly. Even if your
dog met your other pets, have separate areas in the
beginning until the new dog becomes comfortable,
and never leave a new dog out with your old dog in
the beginning.
The number one thing to remember when you bring
your adopted dog home is patience. It takes time for
everyone to feel comfortable and learn what the dog
needs and reading their body language. They know
you are a hero for rescuing them, just give them time
to realize it.

Christmas Memory Tree
Honor a beloved pet, past or present, this holiday season!
Each $5 donation will illuminate our tree.
White lights honor faithful companions that have passed on.
Red lights honor that loving friend still by your side.
If you provide a picture, we will place it on the tree beside the light.

Not all pets are as loved as yours; all proceeds will
benefit homeless animals at P.A.W.S.
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Find the order form at pawstinleypark.org

President’s Corner

by Paul Egan

Today I would like to tell you about Willie. Willie was
a beagle pup who I adopted from P.A.W.S. almost 15
years ago. Recently, Willie passed, and as I reflected
on his life, I realized that although Willie always
was there for me, seldom was I there for him. Every
morning I would wake up and put Willie outside to do
his business while I went about the business of getting
myself ready for work. When ready, I would let him in,
feed him, then leave him for 8 to 10 hours. When I
returned, it was back outside while I got dinner ready,
or did whatever I was going to do. Then I would often
park myself in front of the TV while Willie lay, bored in
his bed. All he craved was a little attention from me.
Although he seemed happy and never complained, I
should have found more time to show him that I loved
him as much as he loved me. I could have spent more
time with him outside. I could have read the paper
aloud so that he could listen to my voice. I could have
taken him for more or longer walks instead of deciding
that it was too hot or too cold or too rainy. I could have
rubbed his belly and scratched those magnificent ears
while I sat watching TV. I will not make that mistake
with Max. Be good to your pets. Thank you!

P.A.W.S. Saves 21 Cats from a Dire
Hoarding Situation
by Shelly Garlic
On October 5th, the lives of 21 kitties changed when
they were rescued from a hoarding situation and
brought to safety at P.A.W.S. The cats had lived their
lives in a home covered in feces and filth, struggling
to have enough food to survive. Shelter volunteers,
grooming volunteers and veterinarians worked around
the clock to get all of the cats to a healthy state. They
suffered from infections, birth deformities, ulcerated
eyes, matted fur, pregnancy, emaciated bodies and
dental issues. After 6 weeks in our care, most of the
cats have been through
surgeries and medications to be cleared for
adoption!
Minion is the sickest of
the group of rescued cats.
He has a jaw deformity as
well as advanced upper
respiratory/mycoplasma.
He came into the shelter
with blood pouring from his
nostrils which was quickly
treated. Minion loves the
daily attention he receives
from staff and volunteers.
He never lets his defect get
him down.

TO GET INVOLVED!
DONATE
VOLUNTEER
ADOPT
FOSTER
BECOME A MEMBER
ATTEND OUR EVENTS
SHARE OUR STORIES

There is a long
road ahead for a
few of the hoarder cats, but they
let us know how
grateful they are
every day we
care for them.
We look forward
to finding each
and every one of
these cats a loving home where
they will never
suffer again.

After
Gretzky came to the shelter with
an ulcerated eye that needed to
be removed and over a pound
of matted fur. He had a successful surgery and just got his
stitches removed.

Before
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What’s in a Purr?

by Yolanda Zenawick

Anyone who has ever owned a cat can certainly tell
you the joys that come along with having a feline
family member, but what could they possibly offer their
humans in exchange for their ‘furever’ home? You may
be surprised to hear that it can be found in their purrs.
Cats purr for a variety of reasons. We almost
always think that a purring cat is a happy cat. This
is not always the case. Cats also purr when they are
nervous or injured. It is believed that cats self-soothe
with their own purrs and can even help their healing
process after an injury. And now, there is evidence to
suggest that the calming sound of a cat’s purr, and
the vibrations they produce, can actually benefit their
human friends, too.

and tendons can repair and the vibrations can help
reduce swelling. And, the good news doesn’t stop
there! Research also shows that petting a purring cat
can help lower stress, blood pressure and the risk of
heart disease.

Cats purr at a frequency of 25–140 Hz. This range
is known to have a variety of therapeutic benefits. At
this frequency, fractured bones may heal faster, joints

So, the real question is, when are you coming to adopt
your very own furry healer from P.A.W.S. of Tinley
Park?

Holiday plant sale
Check out our Holiday Plant Sale December 7 and 8 at the shelter!
Find the order form at pawstinleypark.org

Fun “Fur” Everyone: Weekly Pack Walks
by Kelly Doherty

the dogs are exposed to many different experiences.
In 2019, we received a donation of a dog stroller, and
we use this to take some of our older adoptable small
dogs out for the evening.
The walk is not an event for the dogs to socialize
with each other but for them to learn how to conduct
themselves in a public environment. Because we don’t
always know what the dogs had experienced prior to
being at the shelter, this gives us an additional tool
to evaluate how they are walking on a leash, passing
people, bikes, strollers, etc. on the path, and gives us
an idea of what we need to focus on to help the dogs
and give corrections as necessary.

The weekly Pack Walk for adoptable dogs is enriching and
enjoyable both for the dogs and the volunteers.

In 2017, P.A.W.S. introduced a new Pack Walk
enrichment program for the adoptable dogs. The
program was started to provide the dogs with an
opportunity to get out of the shelter for a couple of
hours and experience some basic training, a 1-mile
walk and then some one-on-one time with volunteers
after the walk for some extra loving and petting. The
walking path winds through a neighborhood, by
baseball fields, a dog park and along a busy road so

This also allows the volunteers to see how the dogs
are out of the shelter and in a more relaxed setting
and to see more of their personalities. This information
can be relayed to our adoption team and noted for
potential adopters.
This event is open to all adult dog and cat volunteers
at the shelter, and the dogs are paired with the
volunteers based on their experience level and the
dog’s requirements. Our cat volunteers find this is a
great way for them to help with the dogs by taking
some of our smaller well-behaved dogs out for a walk.

Surprise Party for the Founders of the
by Michelle Guese & Candy Staros
Minnie Fund
How do you thank someone who gave you a second
chance at life? By CELEBRATING!! On September 29,
P.A.W.S. hosted a surprise party for Joan and Wayne
Hochwarter, who established Minnie’s Memorial Fund.
Readers may recall from the last issue of the Furry
Flyer, that the Hochwarter’s have generously donated
to our special needs dogs at P.A.W.S. through this
fund to provide for the high cost of medical care for Recipients of Minnie’s Memorial Fund and their families gathered
to thank the Hochwarters for all they do.
them—thus giving the dogs a second chance at life. To
say thank you, adopters of these special needs dogs
were in attendance to have the dogs give many sloppy
kisses and wagging tails to say, “THANK YOU JOAN
AND WAYNE!” P.A.W.S. volunteers wanted to honor
the Hochwarters for their commitment and dedication
by presenting them with a recognition plaque and a
photo book featuring the many recipients of Minnie’s
Fund. A party is not complete without cake, doggie
Joan and
Wayne
treats, peanut butter “bone” sandwiches, doggie bags,
decorations and music. A good time was had by all! Hochwarter
with Shae, a
As one of the adopters commented, “Minnie must
puppy who
have been very special for you, the Hochwarters, to
underwent
dedicate so much time in her memory.”
major heart

Thank
you!

Minnie Hochwarter not only lives in our hearts, but her
legacy will live on forever. It is impossible to forget a
dog that gave you so much to remember.

P.A.W.S. has the very best volunteers!
We could not operate without them.
On September 22, we had a Volunteer
Appreciation Picnic to honor their
selfless service.

surgery last
year with
the help of
Minnie’s
Fund.
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www.pawstinleypark.org
HOURS ARE:

Monday . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7 pm–9 pm
Tuesday & Thursday . . . . . . . 12 pm–4 pm
Wednesday & Friday . . . . . . . 12 pm–4 pm
and 7 pm–9 pm
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815-464-7298

Become a member of the 		

Renew your
membership
for the new year
!

family

Please join us! Become a member, and the Furry Flyer will be delivered to your home!
 $25 Individual Membership 			
 $500 Life Membership 			
 $50 Family Membership 			

(3 persons, 18 years of age or older, same address)

						






$10 Junior Membership (17 years of age or younger)
$15 Senior Membership (62 years of age or older)
P.A.W.S. Cause (provides medical needs for our adoptable dogs & cats)
Minnie Hochwarter Memorial Fund

(provides extensive medical treatment)

Name: __________________________________________ Email: ____________________________________
Address: __________________________________________________________________________________
City: ___________________________________________________ State: ___________ Zip: _____________

 Please do not send me a “thank you” acknowledgment so you can use the postage toward the care of animals.
Make a donation online at our website www.pawstinleypark.org

Follow us on
Facebook &
Instagram
“The Furry Flyer” is the official publication of the
Peoples Animal Welfare Society (P.A.W.S.) of Tinley
Park, IL.

Printed by Lighthouse Printing
www.lighthouseprinting.net

Emergency Vet Numbers
Animal Emergency of Mokena
19110 S 88th Ave, Mokena

708-326-4800

Premier Veterinary Group
7000 W 159th St, Orland Park

708-388-3771
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